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INTRODUCTION

In the last years, have appeared, important contributions to the study of al-Ǧaḥīz aimed at reading his works in a new light and revising the stereotyped image of the author as a mercurial adīb eager to pander to his many patrons. This simplistic characterization of al-Ǧaḥīz’s “literary genius” together with a misleading biographical emphasis on the analysis of his works, brought about the scholarly phenomenon that James Montgomery has denominated Buḫalaism, an approach that dissolves the apparent oddities of al-Ǧaḥīz’s works into the familiar conventions of his alleged humoristic treatises, such as the *Kitāb al-Buḫalāʾ*. As a result of these misconceptions, al-Ǧaḥīz’s reputation as a reliable witness and active agent of the religious-political polemics of the Early ‘Abbāsid period has carried the stigma of his inconstancy and many of his treatises have not received the attention they deserved\(^{2}\). This paper, inspired by the same revisionist spirit, aims to contribute to this new reading of the Ġaḥīzian legacy by focusing on the complexities of one of his most famous works, the *Epistle on the Singing Girls* (*Risāla fī al-qiyān*). Concretely I shall be looking at one of the aspects of this work that I consider has been especially overlooked by scholars: al-Ǧaḥīz’s use of legal arguments.

In this regard, this paper is an experiment in reading the treatises of fiqh and adab-works together and an attempt to demonstrate al-Ǧaḥīz’s acquaintance with legal hermeneutics. Al-Ǧaḥīz’s *Risāla fī al-Qiyān* has been traditionally read as a reflection on love and passion, especially after Cheikh-Moussa’s influential article “La négation d’Éros” of which I will make wide use\(^3\). I will argue that, in addition to this discourse based on the dichotomy ḥubb/ʿišq, there is a second argumentative line which addresses a scholarly polemic concerning the limits of legal prohibition and the interpretation of the revealed sources, and that this legal context is necessary for a proper understanding of the *Risāla fī al-qiyān*.

\(^{1}\) I wish to thank James Montgomery and the anonymous reviewer for their valuable and insightful comments on this article.

\(^{2}\) Montgomery 2007.

The image of al-Ǧāḥiẓ as a scholar versed in the principles of law certainly does not answer to the depiction of the author that we find in the sources — let alone in secondary literature —, and requires further explanation. In fact, the little we know about al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s relation with the Muslim jurists of his time and his acquaintance with the principles of law shows a very negative image. Already in the third/ninth century, it was precisely one of al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s students, Ibn Qutayba, who put the first nail in the coffin where the credibility of his former teacher would be buried. Ibn Qutayba accused al-Ǧāḥiẓ of being inconstant, capable of defending contradictory opinions, of using false ḥadīṯs and, even worse, of forging them. This opinion, together with al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s Mu’tazilite credentials, his personal involvement in the Miḥna, and the vitriolic treatises he wrote against the members of the Traditionist milieu to whom he contemptuously referred to as Ḥašwiyya and Nābita, gained him the fame he has enjoyed ever since, that of being a refined adīb who despised the religious scholars, a valuable yet anarchic theologian, and flagellum hereticorum in his own way, which was determined by his defence of the Mu’tazilite cause.

We would not find many traces of al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s interest in fiqh if we paid attention to the inventory of his works. Out of the almost 300 titles collected by Charles Pellat, only one refers directly to a legal topic, the Kitāb fī ḥabar al-wāḥid mentioned by al-Bāqillānī. This work, if it ever existed, has not survived. The reference is also a single report in itself; we do not have any other reference to this treatise, but al-Bāqillānī knew what he was talking about: this work is mentioned, together with al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s Naẓm al-Qurʾān and al-Radd ʿalā al-Naṣārā, as one of the works where the author discussed the concept of ḥabar.

The treatment of aḥbār is also the main topic of another treatise of al-Ǧāḥiẓ, the Kitāb al-aḥbār wa-kayfi taṣiḥhu, where al-Ǧāḥiẓ reports the opinions of al-Nazzām concerning ḥadīṯ. The information provided by this text does not offer any particular insight into al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s attitude towards the religious scholars and legal theory, but there are other works that, despite not being exclusively devoted to legal topics, show clearly that al-Ǧāḥiẓ was not only familiar with the legal polemics of his time, but also with the hermeneutical principles invoked in these debates.

Of course, al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s interests were not reduced to the aḥbār. James Montgomery was the first to draw attention to the clear parallelisms between al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s definition of bayān and that made by al-Šāfiʿī in his Risāla. For Montgomery, this discussion may have been part of a polemical engagement with al-Šāfiʿī’s treatment of this subject, an engagement that has been also recognised by Joseph Lowry in his study of al-Šāfiʿī’s Risāla.

The relation between al-Ǧāḥiẓ and al-Šāfiʿī goes beyond the particular polemic concerning the definition of bayān. Although I am aware of but a single direct reference to al-Šāfiʿī in the works of al-Ǧāḥiẓ, al-Šāfiʿī is a constant presence in his treatises and al-

---

5. On al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s life and career see Pellat 1953.
10. Al-Ǧāḥiẓ refers to al-Šāfiʿī as the author of the Risāla fī ḥabar al-wāḥid, see Al-Ǧāḥiẓ, Risāla fī faḍl Hāšim ʿalā ʿAbd al-Šamš, p. 106.
Čāhiẓ’s analysis of the religious sources, especially in his works on the imamate, is based on Šāfiʿite hermeneutics\textsuperscript{11}. The \textit{Risāla fī al-qiyān} provides a good example of this relation and, in general, of al-Čāhiẓ’s knowledge of the legal polemics of his time. As I will argue, this epistle not only addresses real legal debates but also, legal polemics governing the underlying logic of this treatise and structure the entire text.

\textbf{DRAMATIS PERSONAE AND STRUCTURE OF THE EPISTLE}

Like the rest of al-Čāhiẓ’s treatises, the \textit{Risāla fī al-qiyān} is a polyphonic text of extraordinary complexity where several dialogic structures levels interact at varied levels. There are four interlocutors; three of them correspond to the different voices that speak in the epistle, as Cheikh-Moussa has shown, and the fourth are the addresses of the epistle, who do not speak but whose arguments are exposed and refuted:\textsuperscript{12}

1) The Ābbāsid notables who defend their right to enjoy the pleasures provided by singing-girls and whose names are given in the opening paragraph. As Cheikh-Moussa has demonstrated, they were notable members of the Ābbāsid court and their voice corresponds to the first person plural in §1-32.\textsuperscript{13}

2) Those who criticised the practice of frequenting the company of singing girls, who are referred to as Ḥašwiyya, a pejorative term usually used by al-Čāhiẓ to refer to the most ignorant members of the Traditionist milieu. They are the addresses of the epistle.

3) Al-Čāhiẓ, whose voice would correspond to the first person singular in §33-35, and, occasionally, also in other parts of the epistle.

4) The merchants of singing girls (\textit{muqayyinūn}), who defend both the lawfulness of trading with slave-girls and the dilatory ruses they employ to excite the passion of their clients, increase the frequency of their visits and obtain more benefits; their voice would correspond to the first person plural in §38-54.

Both Pellat and Beeston, whose reading of al-Čāhiẓ’s epistles is often conditioned by the digressive style of this author, have considered the \textit{Risāla fī al-qiyān} a highly disorganised work; after all, anecdotes were al-Čāhiẓ’s bread and butter and his innate curiosity prevented him from following a systematic method\textsuperscript{14}. Of course, this is but one more of the “Buḫalaist” stereotypes about this author that should be rejected. Beyond the welter of confusing voices there are two clear argumentative lines that structure the epistle:

1) Discourse on law: the discussion between the purported authors of the epistle and their critics, the Ḥašwiyya, is centred on the discussion of the limits of the prohibitions contained in the revealed sources and the dichotomy \textit{ḥarām}/\textit{ḥalāl}.

---

\textsuperscript{11} Al-Čāhiẓ makes a consistent use of Šāfiʿite hermeneutics especially in the \textit{Kitāb al-ʿuṯmāniyya}. I have analysed al-Čāhiẓ’s treatment of the Qurʾān in this treatise, see SÁNCHÉZ (forthcoming).

\textsuperscript{12} Cheikh-Moussa 1990, p. 101.

\textsuperscript{13} Cheikh-Moussa 1990, p. 89-95.

\textsuperscript{14} A good example of this consideration is Pellat’s taxonomy in his collection of translations from al-Čāhiẓ’s treatises, see Pellat 1984.
The defence of the lawfulness of their trade made by the *muqayyinūn* addresses similar critiques and is centred on the legal distinction between intention (*niyya*) and act (*ʿamal*), and evidence (*ẓāhir*) and suspicion (*šubha*).

2) Discourse on love and passion: this discourse has been read as an exposition of al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s ethical ideas to condemn the practice defended by the authors of the epistle.

Cheikh-Moussa has cogently argued that al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s treatment of the *qiyān* is predicated upon a solid theory of human passions and has demonstrated how al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s treatment of the dichotomy *hubb*/*išq* articulates part of the arguments developed in this epistle. For Cheikh-Moussa, the purpose of this work is to elevate the discourse on human passions to the ethical level, overcoming the sophistry of the legal disquisitions that emerges here and there throughout the treatise. For him, the legal principles adduced in this text are indisputable for the Muslims and, despite the efforts of the defenders of the relations with the *qiyān* to disguise their arguments behind decontextualised Qurʾānic quotations, the *šarīʿa* clearly states that these practices are unlawful. The references to legal arguments should be interpreted, therefore, as satirical allusions that provoke the opposite effect to the one intended. The main purpose of al-Ǧāḥiẓ in this *risāla* is to define the ethical boundaries that the members of the ḥāṣṣa should respect; consequently, the logic that underlines his treatment of the polemics concerning the *qiyān* should be found in al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s ethical theories.

It is beyond doubt that the discourse on human passions constitutes one of the axes of this epistle. I do not consider, however, that legal considerations play any less a part. On the contrary, al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s epistle is also structured upon clear juridical argumentations and the legal issues prompted in this text were by no means undisputed, indeed, they refer to important polemics addressed by al-Ǧāḥiẓ in other works.

**THE DISCOURSE ON LAW IN THE *RISĀLA FĪ AL-QIYĀN***

If we consider the legal justifications adduced against the contention that socializing with singing girls and participating in their trade is unlawful, we can identify a clear and coherent narrative line in the epistle that goes from the general to the particular: in the first part of the treatise, the discussion is focused on the lawfulness of the practice of seeing the faces of women, talking with them and enjoying their company; in the second part, the debate moves on to the slaves and hovers over proxenetism and sexual intercourse with singing-girls, often disguised as a commercial transaction.

The preamble introduces the two main intellectual interlocutors of the treatise: the purported authors of the epistle and their adversaries, later on referred to as Ḥašwiyya. The object of the polemic is also clearly stated: the authors hold that enjoying the company of singing slaves and participating in their trade does not contravene any law and they

---

16. Al-ǦāḤiẒ, *Risāla fī al-Qiyān*, § 16 [hereafter *qiyān*, the references are to the paragraphs of Beeston’s edition. Although I have closely followed Pellat and Beeston’s translations, the passages translated in this article are my own].
have decided to write this epistle so that their silence would not be interpreted as a tacit admission of the arguments of their critics.

The first argumentative line is essentially devoted to refuting the claims of those who hold that looking at women and engaging in conversation with them is unlawful. The defence of this practice begins with a discussion of the natural causes explaining the mutual need of men and women that includes several references to Qur’ānic verses: the Earth is for man “a chattel and a usufruct for a time” (Q. 2:36); “the woman ‘was created so that [the man] could find solace in her’” (Q. 7:189, 30:21); and “women are tillage ground for men” (Q. 2:223). The alleged authors of the risāla argue that men could have freely used women, as these verses imply, were it not that God had imposed over them the obligation (fard) of prohibiting that which is illicit and allowing that which is licit (tahrīm mā harrama wa-taḥlīl mā aḥalla Allāh) so that there would not be doubts concerning paternity and the assignation of inheritances. The object of the discussion conveyed in the first part of the epistle [§§7-27] is, precisely, to determine what should and should not be prohibited concerning the relationship of men and women.

The premise adduced to discuss this point may be read in terms of legal theory:

“Everything that we do not find that the Book of God Almighty and the sunna of the Messenger of God -peace be upon him- have rendered unlawful (mahram) is legally indifferent (mubah) and unqualified (muṭlaq); people deeming something good (istiḥsān) or bad (istiqbāḥ) do not provide any basis for legal reasoning (qiyās) as long as we do not infer from the proscriptions (tahrīm) [in the Qur’ān and the sunna] a sign (dalīl) about something being good (husnī-hi) and an indication of its lawfulness (ḥalāli-hi). We do not know any rationale (waḥ) for jealousy concerning other’s [gaining access to women] than those who are prohibited (harām); were it not because of the existence of the prohibition [regarding the mahārim], jealousy would have disappeared and it would have been incumbent upon us [to apply] legal reasoning (qiyās) about who is more entitled to a woman, [otherwise] someone would say: ‘no one is more adequate for them than another, as they are like nosegays or apples that people exchange at one another’. That is why the man who would have had many women contents himself with one and shares the rest among his associates: when the legal obligation (farāḍa) of differentiating between the lawful and the unlawful (al-ḥalāl wa-l-ḥarām) was established, then the Muslims contented themselves with the limit established for them and gave the man permission to do that which they authorise for him.”

This passage is extremely complicated and presents serious textual problems. I interpret this argumentation as follows: all prohibitions should derive from the revealed sources, Qur’ān and sunna; if the revelation is silent concerning a particular issue this should be considered permitted, unless it is indifferent and unqualified. In order to ethically evaluate acts not directly addressed by the Qur’ān and the suna, and consider something good or bad, the reasoning should be based on the signs (dalāʾil) provided by the legal prohibitions explicitly considered in the revealed sources, but it is not legitimate to infer legal rules from the opinion of the people about what should be considered good or bad (istiḥsān).

17. Qiyān, § 7. I have followed Beeston’s translation.
20. Qiyān, § 9 [147:12f].
It is worth noting that the emphasis falls on the limits of the prohibition rather than on the possibilities of extending it to other cases by applying legal reasoning. In this regard, the condemnation of istiḥsān follows an extremely reductionist approach to the sources of law and is intended to limit the scope of the laws that forbid relations with women exclusively to the maḥārim, as we can see in the several examples provided to illustrate this point in the Ǧāhiliyya as well as in Islam.

The famous couples of pre-Islamic ‘ʊḏrī lovers are mentioned to demonstrate that looking at women and talking with them (al-naẓar wa-l-muḥādaṯa) was permitted in the Ǧāhiliyya21, and that Muḥammad forbade this practice exclusively (ḥaṣṣatan) when it involved married women, who should wear veil. With this particular exception, the Prophet did not abrogate this practice and it was not declared ḥarām in Islam22. The custom of performing the circumambulation unveiled is also adduced as an example, together with the story of Ǧūbā a bint ‘Amir, who performed the ǧāyra naked, and brought about this tradition. Other examples are taken from episodes of the history of Islam, such as the caliph ‘Umar, who, despite being known for his jealousy and his piety, allowed ‘Alī to see his wife unveiled and did not prohibit this.23

According to the alleged authors of the risāla, there is nothing against this practice in the religious sources except the specific laws concerning the wives. Respectable figures of Islam with great expertise in law such as ‘Umar, ‘Alī, or al-Ša‘bī, would have prohibited this practice if they had known any prophetic tradition condemning this. Analogy is also adduced to support this claim: if looking at middle-aged women is not prohibited, it should not be considered prohibited when the women are young24. As in the aforementioned paragraph rejecting istiḥsān, the reasoning is extremely restrictive: in absence of any explicit prohibition, this issue is legally indifferent and only narrow-minded people overstep the limits of jealousy (ḥadd al-ġayra) — which should be limited to one’s wives —, and consider the prohibition of looking at women as an obligation and duty (ka-l-ḥāqq al-wāǧib)25. Taking jealousy beyond the limits of that which God has declared ḥarām is not only futile (bāṭil), but proper to frail minds like those of women.26

THE DEFENCE OF THE SINGING-GIRLS

At this point, the argumentation abandons the general discourse on women and focuses particularly on the slave-girls27. The first point treated is the possession of slave girls and their appearance in public. Caliphs and noble men provide a good example of the lawfulness of owning slave-girls and enjoying their company in the presence of other men: Mu‘awiya used to have slave-girls and show them in public28, and caliphs and important

22. Qiyān, § 11.
23. Qiyān, § 14. As Cheikh-Moussa has noted, the story is rather different in other sources, where ‘Umar asks his wife to wear a veil, see Cheikh-Moussa 1990, p. 110.
26. Qiyān, § 27.
27. The change occurs in Qiyān, §28.
people used to employ slave-girls as personal servants who accompanied them in their public appearances\textsuperscript{29}, without anybody raising any objection.\textsuperscript{30}

Having proved that owning slave-girls is licit, the discussion moves on to a particular group of them, the qiya\textsuperscript{23}n, and their specific skills. The first to be discussed is singing. There is nothing reproachful in singing, as it is based on poetry and music. Poetry is not good or bad per se, as 'Umar b. al-Ĥaṭṭāb said: poetry is a kind of speech that should be judged according to its content, and the addition of melody does not contravene any prohibition.\textsuperscript{31}

A prophetic hadīt\textsuperscript{32} stating that “Some poetry is true wisdom” (\textit{inna min al-\textsuperscript{23}ši\textsuperscript{7}r ḥikma}) is also quoted to defend the lawfulness of poetry. As in the discussion concerning jealousy, the conclusion is that there is no legal basis in the Qur\textsuperscript{23}ān and the sunna to consider singing or singers unlawful.

Several examples of famous figures of Islam who enjoyed music are mentioned in support of its licitness. The list is striking, to say the least: the first example is certainly a pious Muslim, 'Abd Allāh b. Ġa\textsuperscript{7}far al-Ťayyār, who is said to have owned slave girls who sang and also a singing boy\textsuperscript{33}; the pious 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Azīz is also mentioned, as he used to be a singer before coming to the caliphal throne; the remaining examples, however, are Umayyad caliphs who did not enter into history as models of virtue: Yazīd b. Mu\textsuperscript{7}awiya, who used to listen to music; Yazīd b. 'Abd al-Malik, owner of a famous and virtuous qayna named Sallāma; and Walīd b. Yazīd, who was known by his love poetry. Cheikh-Moussa has noted the paradox of using these examples to defend the lawfulness of singing, when these caliphs are presented in the historical chronicles as epigones of the moral laxity and the dissolve life of the Umayyads.\textsuperscript{34}

For Cheikh-Moussa these passages are an ironic reference to the faulty argumentation of those who defend the lawfulness of singing: the doubtful moral authority of the figures used to support their claim would be incompatible with the rightful position they intend to defend, and the reference to the ominous Umayyad caliphs would achieve the contrary effect and undermine their arguments. However, the Umayyad caliphs were not universally regarded as impious in time of al-Ǧāḥiẓ; in fact, they enjoyed great acceptance among certain groups of the urban milieu associated to the ahl al-ḥadīt, to the extent that some of them excluded 'Alī from the a'immat al-hudā and included Mu\textsuperscript{7}awiya and his son Yazīd among them.\textsuperscript{35} Ibn Qutayba mentions them when criticizing the extremism of some muhaddit\textsuperscript{23}n who, in their zeal to refute the Mu\textsuperscript{23}tazilite theses on the createdness of the Qur\textsuperscript{23}ān, went as far as to adopt anthropomorphist ideas (tašbīh). The Risāla fī al-nābīta of al-Ǧāḥiẓ is another example of this association of the traditionist milieu both with the Umayyads and anthropomorphism. It would be possible, then, to see in these references to the Umayyads a way of pointing out not only the contradictions of the defenders of the singing-girls, but rather those who held them as role-model, the Ḥa\textsuperscript{23}wiyya, who certainly were related to the pro-Umayyad Traditionists and had been the target of al-Ǧāḥiẓ's darts

\textsuperscript{29.} Qiya\textsuperscript{23}n, § 20-23.
\textsuperscript{30.} Qiya\textsuperscript{23}n, § 23.
\textsuperscript{31.} Qiya\textsuperscript{23}n, § 31.
\textsuperscript{32.} Qiya\textsuperscript{23}n, § 28.
\textsuperscript{33.} Cheikh-MouSSa 1990, p. 108-110.
\textsuperscript{34.} Ibn Qutayba, al-iḫtīlāf fī al-lafẓ, p. 35-36.
in numerous occasions, among other things because of their extreme religious scrupulosity (warʿa)\(^{35}\). It is pertinent to take this possibility into consideration, not only because warʿa was behind the movements that, invoking the doctrine of al-amr bi-l-maʿrūf, condemned music\(^{36}\); but especially because it was based on similar legal principles to those adduced in defence of the qiyān: whereas for the authors of the risāla everything not explicitly forbidden in the Qurʾān and the sunna is legally indifferent and, therefore, licit; for the Ḥašwiyya, anything not expressly sanctioned by the religious sources is suspicious of being ḥarām and, consequently, should be avoided.\(^{37}\)

The defence of singing reported in this risāla could very well be an allusion to these polemics, and the striking mention of the Umayyad caliphs can be explained with this interpretation. However, the defence of the singing girls goes further and the line between ḥarām and halāl becomes more blurred: it is no longer the practice of looking at free women and talking with them, or the pleasure of enjoying their company and their music, which needs to be justified: the next step in this particular tour de force is the description of the arts of coquetry in which the singing girls excelled and the discussion of the sexual relations to which this often led.

The first explicit reference to sexual relations with the slaves seems to pose another conundrum: it is an anecdote about al-Maʾmūn that does not present him in a very positive light. According to the authors, al-Maʾmūn was infatuated with one of his wife’s slaves, whom his wife set free so that the caliph could marry her, giving her a dowry of ten thousand dirhams. Right after the consummation of the marriage, al-Maʾmūn let her go and paid her the money.\(^{38}\) If anything, this example seems to justify temporary marriage. Similar strategies are ascribed to the slaves who beguile their clients into marrying them to calm a passion that expires the very moment it is consummated\(^{39}\), and the muqayyīnūn to whom al-Ǧāḥiẓ gives voice at the end of the epistle openly admit that mutʿa was the hidden intention behind the visits of many of their clients.\(^{40}\)

Cheikh-Moussa argues that the association of al-Maʾmūn with the owners of slave-girls and the authors that sign the epistle cannot be understood but as a satire, as it would have been highly improbable that al-Ǧāḥiẓ would have assimilated the practices of the admired ʿAbbāsid caliph to those of the lovers of singing-girls. We cannot exclude the possibility that this reference, like those of the Umayyads, may have conveyed an ironic meaning. However, the reference to al-Maʾmūn can also be considered pertinent and logical for two main reasons: on the one hand, the presumed authors of the letter were attached to court figures who represented the cultural and legal heritage of al-Maʾmūn; on the other hand, several sources include, among the polemical measures adopted by al-Maʾmūn, the acceptance of temporary marriage (mutʿa).\(^{41}\)

---

35. On al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s critique of religious scrupulosity, see Cooper 2009.
37. See Cook 2000, especially the section on the Ḥanbalites of Baghdad, p. 87-105.
38. Qiyān, § 24.
40. Qiyān, § 59.
41. Al-Khāṭib al-Baghdādī, Taʿrīkh Baghdād, XIV, p. 201; al-Ṣubkī, Tabaqāt al-Shāfiʿīyya al-Kubrā, II, p. 57. According to these sources, al-Maʾmūn finally recognised that mutʿa should be prohibited after the Ḥanafī Yahyā b. Akṭam proved
Al-Ǧāḥiẓ himself dealt with this issue in one of his works. The extant fragments of the Kitāb al-ʿabbāsiyya discuss the unlawfulness of two polemical measures taken by the first two caliphs: Abū Bakr’s rejection of Fāṭima’s claims over the inheritance of Muḥammad, concretely the estates of Fadak and Ḥaybar; and ‘Umar’s prohibition of the two modalities of temporary marriage, the tamattuʿ on the pilgrimage and the mutʿat al-nisā’.\(^{42}\) Al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s treatise relates the opinions of those who refuted the decisions of Abū Bakr and ‘Umar on the basis of the principles governing the abrogation of Qurʾānic verses, wrongly applied by both caliphs; for them, the revocation of these decisions was correct. Although no mention is made of al-Maʾmūn in the few passages that have survived from this treatise, we know that al-Maʾmūn revoked both measures and the most plausible interpretation of these fragments is that they may have been part of a polemic concerning the controversial religious policies of this caliph.\(^{43}\)

The prosopographical study carried out by Naǧm and Cheikh-Moussa allows us to situate the alleged authors of the Risāla fi al-qiyān in the human cartography of the early ‘Abbāsid period\(^ {44}\). All the figures mentioned in the introduction belonged to the circles of the ‘Abbāsid court, and almost all of them seem to have been related to one of al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s patrons, Muhammad b. ‘Abd al-Malik Ibn al-Zayyāt. Ibn al-Zayyāt was vizier for al-Muṭaṣim and al-Wāṭiq during the Miḥna period, between 221/833 and 233/847, until he fell into disgrace with al-Mutawakkil, who ordered his imprisonment, torture and execution.

The opposition between the members of the court and the urban ‘ulamāʾ during this period has been thoroughly studied. Al-Maʾmūn’s religious policies and their continuation until the caliphate of al-Mutawakkil have been interpreted either as an attempt to restore for the caliphate the religious authority once associated to the person of the caliph, in opposition to the claims of the increasingly influential urban religious scholars;\(^ {45}\) or as an authoritarian hiatus in the traditional cooperation of caliphs and scholars.\(^ {46}\) In any case, the clash between the courtly elites, among whom the authors of the Risāla fi al-qiyān should be included, and sectors of the urban milieu that became the seed-bed of the addressees of the epistle, the Ḥašwiyya, provide a plausible context to interpret this text and could explain the use of al-Maʾmūn as an intellectual reference for this particular interpretation of the law.

Does it mean that the defence of sexual intercourse with singing girls is related to al-Maʾmūn’s revocation of the prohibition of mutʿa? Even if the arranged marriage of the slave of al-Maʾmūn’s wife could be interpreted as a different modality of union, the anecdote about al-Maʾmūn’s ephemeral marriage is not innocent at all and the audience of this risāla would have perceived a clear allusion to the caliph’s position with regard to mutʿa; furthermore, the final speech of the muqayyinūn explicitly refers to temporary marriage
as a non-recognised but obvious method of having sexual relations with the *qiyān.* I do not think, however, that the entire debate could be reduced to this simplistic dichotomy opposing the antagonistic discourses of the court elites and the urban *ʿulamā*.

**THE QIYĀN AND THE LIMITS OF LEGAL INTERPRETATION**

The polemic that the *Risāla fī al-qiyān* addresses is more sophisticated than that and echoes legal discussions that, already in time of al-Ǧāḥiẓ, occupied the minds of important jurists. It is true that the epistle has an overall satirical tone, but satire is only possible because the interlocutors base their arguments on a shared paradigm, which is applied to discuss the lawfulness of all the practices considered in this epistle: looking at women and talking with them, owning slaves and displaying them in presence of other men, admiring the musical arts of the singing-girls and, eventually, enjoying their amatory skills.

The arguments conveyed by al-Ǧāḥiẓ are part of a scholarly polemic, an internal debate among jurists for which, despite the scarcity of legal sources from the ninth century, it is possible to find some evidence. The main topic of this *risāla,* at least in terms of *fiqh,* is the definition of the limits of legal prohibition. As we have seen, it was formulated in a very restrictive way, limiting the scope of legal reasoning (*qiyās*) and condemning *istiḥsān.* These references are by no means a mere rhetorical trick, they point to a seriously debated issue already addressed in a work with which al-Ǧāḥiẓ was familiar. In al-Šāfiʿī’s *Risāla,* in the midst of a discussion concerning the interpretation of law made by those who give priority to reason over revelation (*ahl al-ʿuqūl*), the concepts of *istihsān* and *qiyās* are discussed in very similar terms:

"Do you permit someone to say: ‘I employ *istihsān,* without using *qiyās* [astahṣinu bi-*ghayr qiyās*]?’

Shaʿfīʿī: In my view; that is not permissible -though God knows best- for anyone. It is only for the *ahl al-ʿilm* to express [legal] opinions, and not for others [innamā kān li-ahl al-ʿilm an yaqūlū dān ḍhayrīhim], so that they express [legal] opinions that are related to a revealed text, by adhering to it, in situations for which there is no [directly opposite] revealed text, by analogizing from the revealed text [li-an yqaṭilū fī al-khabar bi-ʾttībāʾ ḣiš fīmā layṣa fīḥ al-khabar] bi-l-qiyās al-ʿāla al-khabar.

If it were permissible to invalidate *qiyās,* then it would be permissible for the *ahl al-ʿuqūl,* who are other than the *ahl al-ʿilm,* to express opinions concerning matters for which there is no revealed text [khabar], according to whatever mere preferences [istihsān] they happen to have at hand.”

The interlocutors of al-Šāfiʿī in this passage, the denominated *ahl al-ʿuqūl,* can hardly be related to the Hašwīyya fustigated in the *Risāla fī al-Qiyān.* But it would be an error also to consider that Muʿtazilites such as al-Ǧāḥiẓ would fall into this category without further consideration. The principle enunciated by al-Šāfiʿī in this passage limits the possibilities of expressing legal opinions to the revealed texts, exactly in the same terms as the enunciation made by the defenders of singing-girls in his epistle.

---

47. Qiyān, § 59.

48. Al-Šāfiʿī, *Risāla* § 1456-1458. I am quoting the translation of Lowry 2007, p. 290; the terms between brackets are his.
Al-Šāfiʿī also refutes istiḥsān in another work entitled *Ibtāl al-Istiḥsān*. In this treatise he develops an unusual treatment of legal ignorance based on an extremely literalist interpretation of the sources of law.\(^{49}\) When dealing with the obligations of the judge, the limits of legal interpretation are defined in similar terms:

“[There is] the Book, then the *sunna*, or that upon which the jurists (*ahl al-ʿilm*) do not disagree, or legal reasoning based on any of these [sources] (*qiyās ʿalá baʿḍ*). It is not permitted for anyone to judge or pronounce a *fatwā* on the basis of istiḥsān when istiḥsān is not obligatory (*wājib*) and not in any of these cases (*maʿānī*) [i.e. Qurʾān, *sunna*, *ijmāʿ*, and *qiyās*].

If someone asks: What is the proof that it is not permitted to apply istiḥsān when it is not included in any of these cases, as you have mentioned in this book of yours? You should reply: God Almighty said ‘Does man think that he is to be left directionless?’ (Q. 75:36). The *ahl al-ʿilm* do not disagree upon the Qurʾān concerning that which you already know, that ‘lack of direction’ (*sadā*) is that which is neither commanded nor forbidden (*lā yuʾmar wa-lā yunḥā*), and he who pronounces a *fatwā* or judges on the basis of that which has not been commanded has allowed himself [to do it] within the definition of ‘the lack of direction’ (*sadā*), and God has made him know that he is not to be left directionless”.\(^{50}\)

This descriptions answer to al-Šāfiʿī’s well known definition of *bayān*: the religious sources and the consensus of the *ahl al-ʿilm* provide enough guidance to apply legal reasoning in those cases not specifically addressed by the revelation. God does not leave people directionless, as He always provides *dalāʾil* that may be interpreted, but *istiḥsān* is not a valid hermeneutical technique. The most significant aspect of this treatise is precisely the treatment of the limitations of legal reasoning, which are discussed by al-Šāfiʿī as a consequence of the ignorance of law:

“It is incumbent upon the judges only to accept but the justice concerning that which is evident (*ʿadlan fi al-ẓāhir*); the characteristics of justice among them are known and I have described them in another place. There may be justice in that which is evident (*fi al-ẓāhir*) and that which it conceals (*fi sarīri-hi*) be not just, but God has not imposed a moral obligation [upon his subjects] (*lam yukallif-hum*) concerning those things for whose knowledge he has not provided a means of attaining (*sabīl ilá ʿilmi-hi*), and he has only imposed on them, whenever possible, but to reject those who openly act (*man ẓahara min-hu*) against that which they consider justice”.\(^{51}\)

In his *Risāla*, a similar statement is made concerning the evaluation of witnesses:

“We are legally responsible for accepting the fitness of a man [who testifies] on the basis of how he appears to us [mā yazhar lanā min-hu]. We marry him off or make him an heir according to how his religion looks on the surface [mā yazhar lanā min islāmi-hi]”.\(^{52}\)

---

49. On this treatise see LOWRY, “Ignorance of the Law is Sometimes an Excuse: al-Shāfiʿī’s *Ibtāl al-Istiḥsān* and the Construction of Juridical Authority”, unpublished paper presented in the 5th Meeting of the School of Abbasid Studies.
However, the examples that illustrate the theoretical formulations of the *Iblāl al-istiḥsān* seem to be based in an almost literal interpretation of the sources, and the prohibitions they discuss limited to that with is explicitly forbidden in the revealed texts.\(^{53}\)

As we have seen, the refutation of *istiḥsān* in the *Risāla fī al-qiyān* is very similar to that of al-Šāfīī, but the concomitances between both works do not stop here; the way al-Ǧāḥiẓ addresses the problem of evaluating evident acts (*ẓāhir al-umūr*) is analogous to al-Šāfīī's treatment and employs a very similar formulation. The *muqayyinūn* report that some people condemn the houses of singing-girls adducing that those who frequent these places do not do so with the purpose of listening to their music or purchasing them, but with the intention of having sexual intercourse with the slaves. The answer given to this accusation is based, precisely, on the limitation of the legal judgements to those acts that are public and evident:

> “Judgements are only applied to the evident acts (*ẓāhir al-umūr*) and God has not imposed upon his subjects the moral obligation (*lam yukallif*) of judging according to the hidden (*bāṭin*), nor of taking action concerning their intentions (*al-ʿamal ʿalā al-niyyāt*). Thus, a man is considered Muslim (*yuqḍā li-l-raǧūl bi-islām*) on the basis of how he appears (*bi-mā yaẓhuru minhu*). He may inwardly be a heretic, or considered the legitimate son of his father when, perhaps, the father whose paternity he claims did not sire him; however, since he was born in his bed and it is known, his origin is traced back to him. If it were a duty (*kullifa*) upon the one who testifies for a man in any of these two cases to tell the truth, there could not be testimony on this matter. Those who attend our assemblies do not evidence anything of that which is attributed to them, and if they did it and we turned a blind eye to it, then we would not incur any sin”.\(^{54}\)

The textual complexity of this epistle and the lack of information about the circumstances of its composition do not allow us but to speculate about the significance of these references. Although the textual evidence is not conclusive, the parallelism between these passages and al-Šāfīī's considerations seems clear and, due to al-Ǧāḥiẓ's familiarity with al-Šāfīī's *Risāla*, we would not be on the wrong path if we were to consider that he was making explicit reference to his thesis on *istiḥsān*. Nevertheless, the intention behind the particular use of this legal argumentation in the *Risāla fī al-qiyān* is quite different. In fact, al-Ǧāḥiẓ and al-Šāfīī part ways the very moment these theoretical disquisitions are put into practice: al-Šāfīī is interested in the practical consequences of the ignorance of law; but the consequences that al-Ǧāḥiẓ discusses in his epistle are those which result from the ignorance of the acts themselves and the fact that no judgement can be based on intention.

It would be possible, as Cheikh-Moussa argues, that the use of solid legal arguments to build the defence of the singing-girls, and the engagement in real polemics debated at the ‘Abbāsid court in the time of al-Ǧāḥiẓ were a narrative device used to emphasise the absurdity of this position. However, the foundations of the reasoning are completely coherent with the overall argumentative line, and, as I will try to argue, the justification of

---

\(^{53}\) Joseph Lowry has suggested that this could be a concession to the thesis of the Zāhirīs, who, of course, also refuted *istiḥsān*. We know that the son of the founder of the school, Muḥammad Ibn Abī Daʿūd included a refutation of *istiḥsān* in his manual of jurisprudence, some of whose fragments have survived in quotations transmitted by al-Qāḍī al-Nuʿmān, (see Stewart 2002).
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sexual intercourse with slaves was by no means absurd in this context. If these arguments can be considered satirical is precisely because they can be read literally.

THE SPIRIT OF THE LAW VS. THE LETTER OF THE LAW

The emphasis on the limits of the practices rendered ḥarām, the restrictive — almost literalist — treatment of the revealed sources, and the refutation of istiḥsān point to a debate focused on theoretical legal problems. However, the insistence on judging uniquely the evident indicia (ẓāhir al-umūr), the reference to the testimony of the witness and the formulation of many of the anecdotes seem to point in the opposite direction, to the realm of praxis. This apparent contradiction is solved in the last stage of the risāla, when we hear the allegations of the owners of the slave girls whose names, real or not, are given by al-Ǧāḥiẓ.

The muqayyinūn do not only defend the nobility of their occupation, but also its licitness. The basis for this point is that the alleged sexual relations with the slaves, when they exist, can only be interpreted as the licit consequence of a perfectly legal contractual procedure. Concretely, they claim that those who can differentiate between permitted and prohibited (farq mā bayna al-ḥalāl wa-l-ḥarām) would not find anything illegal in proxenetism (kašḥ).55 Selling a slave and buying her again for a lower price, once the passion of her buyer has dissipated and he wants to send her back to her former owner, is perfectly licit; and if the intention of the clients who visit their girls is to arrange a temporary marriage (yakūnu qaṣduhu li-l-mutʿa), they ask, what discredited should be attached to them?56 Indeed, they are applying the principles exposed at the beginning of the epistle: enjoying the company and musical skills has not been rendered ḥarām by God, therefore it is completely lawful; as for their trade, their transactions are perfectly legal, as the aḥkām can only be based on evidences, not on the hidden intentions of their clients.

This last affirmation, sustained on the repeated arguments concerning the limits of legal interpretation, is the perfect corollary to this fascinating tour de force in defence of the singing girls, and discloses the underlying logic of the epistle: it is the letter of the law which counts, not its spirit. It also points to the legal polemic to which this treatise of al-Ǧāḥiẓ ultimately answers: the debate concerning the maḫāriǧ fī al-fiqh or ḥiyal fī al-fiqh, the legal tricks or devices used to achieve an objective, sometimes illegal, through apparently legal means. It is within the broad framework of reference of fiqh and the particular context of the polemics concerning ḥiyal where the Risāla fī al-qiyān reveals all its rich complexity.

Several treatises that bear testimony to the vividness of the discussion of ḥiyal in the early ʿAbbasid period have survived. It was Joseph Schacht who made the greatest contribution to the study of this subject with the edition of four treatises on ḥiyal, three Ḥanafī and one Ṣāḥīḥ. Two of the Ḥanafī treatises were written in the third/ninth century: the Kitāb al-maḫāriǧ fī al-ḥiyal by Muhammad b. al-Ḥasan al-Šaybānī (d. 189/805), and the Kitāb al-ḥiyal wa-l-maḫāriǧ by Aḥmad b. ʿUmar al-Ḥaṣṣāf (d. 261/874); the third one is a commentary of al-Šaybānī’s work by Muhammad b. Aḥmad al-Saraḥṣī (d. 448/1056),
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included in his Kitāb al-mabsūṭ. The fourth one, entitled Kitāb al-ḥiyal fī al-fiqh, was written by the Ṣāfi‘ite jurist Maḥmūd b. al-Ḥasan al-Qazwīnī (fl. 440/1048), although we know that at least two other Ṣāfi‘ite treatises on ḥiyal were written prior to the fourth/tenth century.

For Schacht, the discussions on these legal devices aimed to fill the gap between legal theory and social praxis. The pious jurists of the first/seventh century formulated the legal rules in such a rigid manner that it prevented the development of varied commercial activities. Like Roman commercial law, which complemented the formal and rigid ius civile, ḥiyal would provide a valid way to overcome these limitations.

Schacht’s thesis have been revised in the last years, notably by Satoe Horii, who has criticised the sharp distinction he posited between theory and practice and emphasised the role that the ḥiyal played in the theoretical discussions of jurists attached to different schools, not only Hanafīs. Precisely, one of the arguments upon which Horii draws attention to signal the importance of taking seriously the juristic understanding of ḥiyal is that, according to the remarks made by al-Ḥaṣṣāf in the introductory chapter of his Maḫāriǧ, “a legal act must be judged according to its appearance, irrespective of the real intentions behind it”.

Although al-Ḥaṣṣāf does not use the expressions ẓāhir or bāṭin, his definition of ḥila is based in the opposition of dealings (muʿāmalāt) and suspicion (šubha, wahm):

“There is nothing wrong in the legal devices (ḥiyal) concerning that which is licit (fīmā yahallu) and admitted (yaḏūzu). The legal devices (ḥiyal) are something with which a man escapes from sins (al-maʿātim) and prohibition (al-ḥarām) and finds an exit (yaḥruǧu) with it towards that which is licit (halāl). In this and similar things there is nothing wrong. The only thing blameful in this is when a man uses a legal device (yaḥtālu) against the rights of another man in order to prove him to be wrong (yaḥtālu), or when he uses a legal device on something wrong until it becomes doubtful (ḥattā yuwahima) or applies it to something to create doubts about it (šubha). As for that which corresponds to the method that we have described, there is nothing wrong, and this is a book in which there are things that people need regarding their dealings (muʿāmalātihim) and issues (umūr).”

Al-Ḥaṣṣāf also states clearly that legal judgement cannot be based on intentions: “the intention (niyya) of someone does not change any of the legal decisions stipulated by God (ḥukm min aḥkām Allāh), nor does it remove him from his position”.

It is beyond doubt that the arguments conveyed by al-Ǧāḥiẓ address similar legal problems, but two questions remain open: first, can we find any direct relation between the singing girls and the treatises on ḥiyal? Second, were the members of the ʿAbbāsid court mentioned in the introduction and the Ḥašwiyya related to these particular polemics?

The answer to the first question is, to a great extent, provided by al-Ǧāḥiẓ himself. As we have seen, the way of acquiring a slave described by the muqayyinūn is a legal device that conceals a temporary marriage. The anecdote where Umm Gaʿfar, al-Maʿmūn’s wife,
manumits her slave so that his husband could marry her and divorce her once he has sated his passion is also one of these ḥiyal. Even the anecdotes about free women reproduce the typical casuistry of this literature: someone wants to marry a woman whose former husband has divorced under certain condition (ṣarṭ), and a legal device is applied to solve this problem. The episode concerning ʿUmar b. al-Ḥaṭṭāb is one of these cases. ʿUmar married ʿĀtīka bint Zayd b. Nufayl after she became a widow and had received part of her former husband’s possessions on the condition of never remarrying. ʿUmar found a way to break this promise by stipulating that he should give her an equivalent sum of money, and that she should distribute it in alms.63 Though apparently less contrary to the spirit of the law than the former example, the objective of this measure was none other than breaking a promise, one of the main subjects of the treatises on ḥiyal.

If we pay attention to the taxonomy of the cases contemplated in these treatises, marriages with free women and slaves hold a privileged position. In the introduction of the commentary of al-Šaybānī’s Kitāb al-maḫāriǧ fī al-ḥiyal made by al-Saraḥṣī, these are precisely the main causes adduced in order to prove the need of ḥiyal:

“He who scrutinises the legal judgements (aḥkām al-šarʿ) finds that all kind of acts answer to the description [of hīla]: if someone loves (ahabba) a woman, when he asks: ‘what is the legal device (hīla) for me to achieve her?’, the answer is: ‘marry her’; if he is infatuated with a slave (hawā ǧāriya) and asks: ‘what is the legal device (hīla) for me to achieve her?’, the answer is: ‘buy her’; when he does not like the company of his wife and asks: ‘what is the legal device (hīla) for me to separate from her?’, the answer is: ‘divorce her’, and if, after divorcing her, he regrets [his decision] and asks about the legal device (hīla) to solve this, the answer is: ‘re-marry her (rāǧǧaʿahā)’; and after divorcing her three times, if she repents from her bad conduct and they both ask about a legal device (hīla) for them, the answer is that the legal device (hīla) consists in marrying her with another husband who should have sexual intercourse with her.

Those who abhor the use of ḥiyal in legal decisions, in reality, abhor legal decisions themselves, and only those who have little attention fall in this confusion”.

If we were to evaluate this passage by applying the same criterion used to read al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s epistles we should conclude that this is a fine example of irony, but it is not: the Muslims jurists on the third/ninth century took this issue very seriously. Al-Saraḥṣī’s commentary begins with a defence of ḥiyal from the attacks of those who, in his opinion, are ignorant (ǧuhhāl), miserable (mukāšafa) and incapable of doing a proper analysis of the sources of law (qillat al-taʾammul).65 This commentary was written in the first half of the six/eleventh century, but, as we have seen in the case of al-Ḥaṣṣāf, the treatises that have survived from the fourth/ninth century also adopt a defensive tone. Since we cannot consider that the defence of ḥiyal was exclusively Ḥanafī, we cannot ascribe its critics to one specific school or orientation. However, both the especial involvement of the early Ḥanafī school in the development of ḥiyal and the anti-Traditionist theological positions of Abū Ḥanīfa and his followers are well known.66 The ascendency of illustrious scholars related to the Baṣran or
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early Ḥanafi schools over the caliphal court is also well attested; we only need to think of Abū Yūṣūf — represented in the Alī laylā wa-laylā as a master of ḥiyal67 —, Yahyā b. Akṭam, or the patron of al-Ǧāḥiẓ and Ibn Ḥanbal’s archenemy, Ibn Abī Du’ād.

It is also possible to find evidence of a clearly belligerent position against ḥiyal in the Traditionist milieu where those whom al-Ǧāḥiẓ pejoratively denominated ḥašwiyya belonged. No less a scholar than al-Buḫārī included a chapter condemning ḥiyal in his collection of ḥadīṯ, which begins with a prophetic hadīṯ stating that God rewards people according to their intentions (aʿmāl bi-l-niyya)68, and includes an explicit condemnation of the ḥiyal used to arrange a temporary marriage. Al-Buḫārī, on the authority of ‘Alī, reports that the Prophet forbade the practice of muṭʿa on the day of the Battle of Ḫaybar: some people consider that the legal devices applied to arrange a temporary marriage (iḥtiyāl ḥattā tamattaʿa) render the marriage invalid (al-nikāḥ fāsid), others argue that the marriage is valid (ǧāʾiz), but its condition is invalid (al-šart bāṭil)69. The same reasoning is repeated in the commentary of a hadīṯ condemning a legal device used to avoid paying the dowry denominated šiġār70.

The quarrel between the members of the court presented as the alleged authors of the Risāla fī al-Qiyān, the muqayyinūn, and their intellectual interlocutors, the ḥašwiyya, echoes this polemic and applies the same legal arguments to the defence of the singing girls and the pleasures of their maǧālis. As we have shown, the legal basis for this defence is by no means a sophistic inversion of the šarīʿa, but a reasoned and coherent reflection upon the hermeneutical techniques that allow legal interpretation and its limits.

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this article was to emphasise the importance of legal disquisitions for the proper understanding of the Risāla fī al-qiyān. In the light of these conclusions, however, we need to ask an obvious question: how can we harmonise this reading with the solid ethical considerations discussed in the epistle? The metanarrative twist of the last paragraph offering three authorial ascriptions—which Pellat did not considered part of the work—, suggests that this risāla may have been conceived as an intellectual game. The moral distance between the proper —and ethical— interpretation of law and the legal —yet unethical— devices used to render it practicable may have been for al-Ǧāḥiẓ proportional to that which separated ḥubb and ‘išq. I would like to propose, however, an alternative reading: would it be possible to understand this discourse on love as a subversion of the moral principles on which it relies, in the same way that legal principles were manipulated to defend the singing-girls?

If, rather than as a critique of the singing-girls, we read the censure of infatuation as part of a discussion between the noble men, who want to enjoy the pleasures provided by the slave-girls, and the muqayyinūn, who are interested in prolonging this passionate
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state, this argumentation acquires a different meaning which may be compatible with the discourse on law.

The dangers of the singing-girls denounced by al-Ǧāḥiẓ, who speaks in first person in these passages, are based on the passion they inspire and its consequences for the physical and mental health of the infatuated client. Unlike the pure sentiments inspired by love, passion disappears as soon as the object of desire is attained. If there is nothing illegal in this practice, then the only obstacle between those who want to enjoy the company of the singing-girls and the object of their passion is the dilatory practices of the muqayyinūn who seek to increase their benefits and know that, when the lover possesses the beloved, passion ends and their profits diminish. From this perspective, al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s discourse on love could have also been aimed at supporting the arguments of the authors of the epistle: enjoying the company of singing-girls is a licit and acceptable practice whose only danger lies in the greed of their owners, always eager to play with the feelings of the clients infatuated with their slaves; but if passion could be easily sated by attaining the object of desire through lawful means, then decorum and muru’a would remain intact. Thus, both the discourse on law and the discourse on love could have been used to build the arguments of the authors of the epistle: the first is addressed to the ḥāšwiyya, the second to the muqayyinūn.

This subversion of the ethical principles of law and love can only be understood as irony. As in other treatises of al-Ǧāḥiẓ, the humoristic effect of this text depends to a great extent on the ignorance of those who are incapable of understanding the subtleties of his reasoning. The narrative device that explains the satirical nature of this masterpiece is not the humoristic face value of the opinions of its purported authors, but the use of solid and coherent arguments in defence of immoral practices.

Of course, many of my affirmations are entirely conjectural, but this interpretation offers a possible reading. We are not familiar with the conventions governing this epistle and there is still much research needed to decipher the codes of ‘Abbāsid etiquette and how they are related to the social logic of texts. The Risāla fī al-qiyān is a paradigmatic example of the problems we researchers have to face. This text challenges, especially, the generic divisions that affect the study of adab, but also those which affect the study of Islamic law. In this paper I have tried to demonstrate that fiqh is not only another element in al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s cabinet of curiosities. His intellectual connection with figures such as al-Šāfiʽī can shed light on many aspects of his work; conversely, al-Ǧāḥiẓ’s use of sophisticated hermeneutical principles bears testimony of the extent to which legal theory had permeated ‘Abbāsid society by the third/ninth century. In this regard, it would not be an exaggeration to affirm that historians of literature should keep in mind legal polemics when reading al-Ǧāḥiẓ, and that al-Ǧāḥiẓ is one of those authors that the historians of Islamic law should read.

71. Qiyān, § 57.
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